
SUPPLY CHAIN BUSINESS PLAN EXAMPLE

Apr 24, Use your supply chain plan to add value to your entire business. Before starting Examples of strategic business
goals include the following.

Macdonald and D. Supply Chain Strategic Plan â€” how you can combine everything. Those trends would
continue for 20 years, and U. So, tactics might include to start an inventory ABC analysis for inventory
optimization or strategic pricing in  Like any other management tool, however, both scenario planning and
optimization modeling can have their downside. I can explain this by showing you how I do it. Phase Three:
Scanning the Business Environment In Phase Three, the strategy team identifies leading indicators in the case
of a company like Acme, it might be housing starts that enable early detection of which scenario or
combination of scenarios is actually unfolding. See M. Mandel and I. They must be able to be reliably applied
across the supply chain. Consider customer needs, procurement processes, supplier pricing and vendor
relationships. Model scenarios feature an array of demand forecasts and tactical production configurations
extra shifts, planned maintenance and the like. Your supply chain plan can be a top priority for your business
Different divisions within a company and different company initiatives will always compete for access to
limited funds within a corporation. Upsides and Downsides Acme preserved shareholder interests following
the exercise and the merger, its stock price remaining level despite the plunging prices of other chemical
stocks during the same period. Arntzen, G. Three Approaches to Scenario Planning Three Approaches to
Scenario Planning The idea of strategic supply-chain planning draws mainly on three scenario-planning
techniques. Strategic supply-chain planning that combines aspects of business-strategy formulation with
aspects of tactical supply-chain planning can make each far more valuable to the planning effort than either
would be alone. The electronics and consumer-goods businesses and growth in Asian demand would
eventually slow down. Some favored consolidating manufacturing into one or two new mega-plants; others
suggested closing existing plants or lines. When the strategy team has determined which scenario is occurring,
it informs the supply-chain team. The table is used as tracking tool and historical performance is stated
preferably compared to the agreed targets in order to see eventual gaps to targets. Brown, T. What I am talking
about, though, is learning from those who have come before you. Research can be performed in-house or
through an outside consultant, and include best-practice ideas from industry sources. Supply chain
management also must address environmental arenas involved in all of the areas and include measures to meet
regulatory requirements and company environmental policies. Perform Research for Background When supply
chain management decisions are not made in a vacuum, they take into account the various parts of the supply
chain process that will affect performance. The result: a supply-chain configuration that minimizes the total
fixed and variable, long-term supply-chain costs for the particular business scenario. Image of page 3 below:
You may download the whole business plan in PDF-format click on the icon to the left. Creating benchmarks
in this way is unique to optimization models using linear programming, a method using advanced mathematics
to capture all the constraints, such as capacity, and to find the best possible recommendations that would
minimize the total operating cost or some other stated objective. Then the strategy team modifies its pool of
possible decisions, finally choosing one that it then shares with other managers.


